
Nissens will be there with product novelties and exciting updates 
 
Nissens Automotive is ready to meet customers and business partners at this year's special edition 
of Automechanika. Besides supporting the IAM reunion, Nissens also brings several exciting 
product news. 
 
During this year’s special hybrid version of Automechanika, the Danish thermal and efficiency 
solutions provider will disclose several product launches and essential updates within various 
product categories and vehicle segments. The aftermarket product solutions offered by Nissens 
are based upon thorough market analysis and are product concepts with excellent business 
potential at any level of the aftermarket. 
 
Even stronger turbocharging, now also for trucks 
One of the key product novelties is a brand-new turbo line designed for trucks. The program will 
initially cover 240 OE numbers of the most popular EU truck models. Nissens' successfully proven 
approach to turbo development has now transferred to the commercial vehicle segment, where 
the spare parts’ quality, reliability, and performance are of even greater significance. The Genuine 
Nissens Quality concept ensures that a truck engine packed with Nissens' turbo is a reliable part 
replacement choice, and characterizes adequate power, emissions performance, and fuel 
consumption. 
  
OE precision in turbocharging control 
Besides the new heavy vehicles turbo line, the company will also present some technological 
updates in Nissens' turbo range with electrical actuators. These turbos are mainly applied in 
premium-segment vehicles and engines with advanced efficiency and emissions control and offer 
higher diagnostics capabilities and excellent control stability. Based on cooperation with experts 
within the electrification field, various e Actuator Nissens Turbo models are now equipped with 
OE-manufactured electric units. Several of the latest Nissens turbo models for Euro 5-6 engines 
are now available with actuators from the well-known German manufacturer Hella. 
  
Meet Nissens to learn more about their novelties 
There will be several options to meet with Nissens during the show. In-person at the company 
stand and simultaneously at Nissens’ online sessions each day. The product novelties session will 
bring participants all the recent product news and the offered business potential. Nissens' Experts’ 
tech talks will be technical sessions highlighting advanced systems and components operation. 
 
Other novelties from Nissens: 

 EGR valve modules equipped with a cooler and around twenty DC / Torque motor-driven models 
for Euro 5-6 motors. 

 Expansion tanks for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles 
 Oil coolers with housing – range extension 

All Nissens parts are Genuine Nissens Quality products, designed with features improving the products’ 
performance and durability, delivered with all extra mounting parts needed for proper installation. 
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